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innoWake Celebrates Grand Opening of New Office in Austin, TX 
 
Senden/Austin, TX – October 10, 2016. Sucked in by the tremendous pull of the 
innovative and bustling tech community in Austin, innoWake has cemented its US 
leadership in legacy modernization by opening headquarters in the heart of Texas 
with a brand new office in the Tarrytown neighborhood. The company’s growth 
hurtled the number of employees to over 40 in the US. 
 
“I am delighted that we were able to find such an amazing office that reflects our 
continuing commitment to the innoWake spirit”, says Thorsten Bernecker, founder 
and CEO of the company.  He adds, “Our office is centrally located nestled by 
groves of trees and a fresh spring. Exactly the kind of place people need to let 
their thoughts wander and explore innovative new ideas or solve our customers’ 
pressing challenges.” 
 
The space allows even more growth in the future as innoWake expands further. 
What started as a small sales office in the US has blossomed into a company with 
full-fledged project and product development teams. 
 
“Better equipped offices, the well-being of our staff and the resultant productivity 
enable us to respond to customer requirements very quickly,” notes Mirko 
Schliemann, CFO. He expects the US subsidiary to soon hit the 50 employee 
mark. 
 
About innoWake 
innoWake gmbh has been offering innovative, sustainable, and flexible solutions 
for the modernization of applications and development environments for more 
than sixteen years. Addressing problems in existing applications, innoWake 
resolves them with a unique “soft” modernization approach. innoWake also offers 
highly automated methods to migrate Natural, COBOL and other applications to 
Java. The software firm effectively combines expertise in Java, Natural, COBOL, 
and PL/1. innoWake is headquartered in Senden near Ulm, Germany and 
currently has approximately 100 employees. 
Further offices are located in Switzerland (St. Gallen) and in the U.S. (Austin, TX; 
Denver, CO; and San Francisco, CA). The executive consists of Thorsten 
Bernecker, Björn Langmack, and Mirko Schliemann. 
 
This press release is available for download at www.innowake.com. 
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